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#TIP 1

#TIP 2

#TIP 3

It's called social
media for a
reason.

Understand
hashtags.

The Power of
Video.

IT'S CALLED SOCIAL MEDIA FOR A REASON.
Use your content to create conversations to build a
community with an engaged audience.
Spend more time on other people's accounts than on your
own and be sure to like and leave genuine comments.
Create content that add value to your followers.

UNDERSTAND HASHTAGS.
Take the time to find the right hashtags for your content.
Great content + Great Hashtags = More Engagement + More
Followers
Always use the full 30 to maximise being found.
Avoid using the same hashtags each time.

THE POWER OF VIDEO.
You need to build trust in order to increase engagement and
build your community.
Best way is to put yourself out there through video and start
small initially to build confidence.
Insta stories, IGTV videos and behind the scenes clips are
great ways to engage through the platform.

BRAINSTORM.
What kind of value do you want to add
through your content?

Identify 15 hashtags for your account then
niche those hashtags down 'further'.

Define what kind of 'video' content you want
to create as part of your content strategy.

12 DAYS OF VISIBILITY

HEIDI LEGEIN
THE MICE GURU NORWAY
A forward thinking destination management
company in Norway organising all events MICE
with a focus on innovation and creativity.

#TIP 1

#TIP 2

#TIP 3

Actively engage
on Twitter.

Add that
personal touch
on Instagram.

Keep sharing
your handles.

ACTIVELY ENGAGE ON TWITTER.
Tweet, Retweet, Connect, Comment and Like - that's a great
start to engaging on the platform.
Join Twitter Chats - they are a great way to share your
expertise, be 'heard' and connect with more people.
Share relevant content that is of interest to your followers..

ADD THAT PERSONAL TOUCH ON
INSTAGRAM.
Don't be shy - put yourself out there.
Mix it up - use stories, reels, IG-LIVEs, IGTV and more!
Build community & micro-tribes. Gather people in group
chats. Engage with followers in your posts and comments!

KEEP SHARING YOUR HANDLES.
Make sure to share your social media profile handles over and
over again.
Periodically introduce yourself as your audience grows.

BRAINSTORM.

Think about who you want to follow and
who you want following you.

If you hosted a Twitter Chat, what topics
would it be on?

Write down how you can use the following
Instagram features for content:
-

Instastories
IGTV
Reels
IG Live

12 DAYS OF VISIBILITY

RONALD LIM, THINK EVENT
MALAYSIA
A full-service event production company with state of
the art technical direction, creative design thinking
and an experienced execution team.

#TIP 1

#TIP 2

#TIP 3

Make sure you
have a kick-ass
profile.

Build your tribe.

Be a thought
leader in the
industry.

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE A KICK-ASS
PROFILE.
You want people to be able to search for you.
You want people to know exactly what you do.
You want people to know how they can collaborate with you.

BUILD YOUR TRIBE.
Who do you want to have as part of your network?
React to your networks' feed posts and comment.on them.
Create conversation on the platform.
Be active on the platform because the more active you are,
the more visible you are.

BE A THOUGHT LEADER IN THE INDUSTRY.
Share your thoughts, ideas and knowledge.
Share your best practices and experience.
Showcase your expertise in subject field matter and topics.
Share them generously and sincerely.
Do not use the platform to boast. Be credible instead.

BRAINSTORM.
Define what your services you offer.

Define how people can collaborate with you.

What is your ideal follower profile?

What kind of peers do you follow?

What do you want to be the 'go to' for?

12 DAYS OF VISIBILITY
ASHANTI BENTIL-DHUE,
EVENTMIND & DIVERSITY ALLY, UK
Eventmind is the go-to resource and agency for virtual
event management. Diversity Ally is the go-to resource for
the global events industry for diversity and inclusion
expertise, talent and training

#TIP 1

#TIP 2

#TIP 3

Be a lighthouse
expert.

Be consistent.

Say something
relevant.

BE A LIGHTHOUSE EXPERT.
Be the go to on your niche.
Define the topic that you can talk about consistently and be
the best at and be known for.
you want your ideal clients to look to you and for you when
they have a problem that needs to be solved.

BE CONSISTENT.
Consistency is how you feed your LinkedIn visibility
metabolism.
The more consistent you are, the better your visibility and
'trust' build within your community and in your niche.

SAY SOMETHING RELEVANT.
Share insights, opinions and thoughts that are worth
listening to, worth debating and worth disagreeing with.
Be Bold.

BRAINSTORM.
What is your 'lighthouse topic'/niche?

What is the problem that you can solve or
give advice on?

How can you create and manage consistent
content?

What kind of 'bold' content can you share?

12 DAYS OF VISIBILITY

LEANNE CALDERWOOD
LEANNECALDERWOOD.COM, CANADA
The go to for personal branding for sales professionals
within the meetings industry.

#TIP 1

#TIP 2

#TIP 3

Complete
profile with
headshot.

Interact with
content on your
feed.

Create your
own content.

COMPLETE PROFILE WITH HEADSHOT.
Make sure you have a complete LinkedIn profile so ensure all
sections are filled in and optimised.
Ensure you have a professional looking headshot that is
centred and not.cropped out holiday photo.
Use keywords and specific terms in your profile so you come
up in search.

INTERACT WITH CONTENT ON YOUR FEED.
Make sure to spend some time everyday looking at the posts
on your feed and commenting with your connections.
Give your opinions and contribute to conversations.
Inspire conversations and engage.

CREATE YOUR OWN CONTENT.
Don't just share and comment. Create your own content
and mix it up from word only posts to photos and video as
well as short and long-form content.

BRAINSTORM.
Is your LinkedIn profile complete and how
can you optimise your information in the
sections?

Is your profile photo clear, centred and
professional looking?

Dedicate 20 mins every day to scrolling
through your feed and engaging with the
content of your community.

Think of ways to create your own authentic
content that will resonate with your
community on LinkedIn.

12 DAYS OF VISIBILITY

IRINA GRAF, THE MICE BLOG & EVENT
PLANNERS TALK, GERMANY
Founder of Event Industry Blog, The MICE Blog as well as 'Event
Planner's Talk' a micro-learning platform and community for
event professionals globally.

#TIP 1

#TIP 2

#TIP 3

Have a niche.

Post regularly.

Add a live
component.

HAVE A NICHE.
It is the most fundamental part of optimising your online
visibility.
Determine what is your niche and why people are following
you and what you are offering them.
Define the value you are providing through your content.

POST REGULARLY.
If you are hosting Twitter Chats, it is important to be
consistent on when you have them so people know exactly
when it's happening every day, week or month.
It allows for planning and consistent content creation.

ADD A LIVE COMPONENT.
Going live adds a different and exciting dimension to
content and engagement.
Take the opportunity to periodically integrate live content
into your social media content and activity.

BRAINSTORM.
If you had to tell someone in 3 sentences
what your niche was - what would they be?

It's important to set the number of
questions and keep that consistent with
every Twitter chat. Come up with 5-6
questions for your next Twitter chat.

What kind of 'live' component content
would you be interested in creating for your
social media platforms?

12 DAYS OF VISIBILITY

MARISKA KESTELOO, WORD OF MICE
NETHERLANDS.
Word of MICE is the first and only global influencer community
for the MICE industry and the resource on all things influencer
marketing from campaigns to strategy to training.

#TIP 1

#TIP 2

#TIP 3

Post regularly.

Comment on
other people's
posts.

Optimise
'Featured'
Section on
Linkedin.

POST ON A REGULAR BASIS.
This means to stay active and consistent with your posting.
It doesn't have to be at a specific time everyday but more
that you are committing time in general to posting content
across your social media platforms.

COMMENT ON OTHER PEOPLES' POSTS.
this is not just saying or leaving basic things like 'Thank You'
or 'This is great' or hitting the LIKE button but think about
personalising your comment and response to that specific
post so that they see your insight, opinion and hear your voice
through it.

OPTIMISE THE 'FEATURED' SECTION.
there is a section called 'Featured' on your LinkedIn profile
where you can upload documents and links to highlight
your services, work examples and other relevant things.
This can help you to shape your profile, work on your
personal brand and position yourself as a thought leader.

BRAINSTORM.
Work out a good posting schedule for
yourself that is sustainable.

What is important when it comes to
'commenting' on other people's posts?

Make a list of what you want to include in
your featured section and update your
profile.

12 DAYS OF VISIBILITY

JULIET TRIPP, CHEMICAL WATCH
UK
Deputy Head of Global Events at Chemical Watch. Events
industry speaker and Coach. Founder of Event Goal Getters
where members can level up on strategy and goal setting.

#TIP 1

#TIP 2

#TIP 3

Get Creative.

Let personal
brand values
shine through.

Forget the
vanity metrics.

GET CREATIVE.
Use as many features as possible available on Instagram to
create your content for engagement, community building and
getting your message across. Mix it all up and combine those
features. Be bold and be confident.

LET PERSONAL BRAND VALUES SHINE
THROUGH.
Make sure you have a consistent look and feel, a 'tone' of
voice, content that is relevant to your audience. This can also
be colours that you use that resonate with your 'brand' so
people see your posts and know it's from you.

FORGET THE VANITY METRICS.
Don't stress about number of followers number of views
and definitely don't buy followers and likes. Focus on
building your community with relevant content and
engagement and this will allow your profile to thrive.

BRAINSTORM.
Write down which features of Instagram you
want to use for your content.

Define your 'aesthetic'. Is there a particular
colour, font, graphics?

Think about how you want to build and
grow your Instagram community
organically.

12 DAYS OF VISIBILITY
JULIUS SOLARIS, EVENTMB BY SKIFT
USA
Julius is Editor-in-Chief for EventMB by SKIFT and is the go-to
resource and blogger in the global events industry. He is a
strong voice of insight, information and advice on all things
events.

#TIP 1

#TIP 2

#TIP 3

Consider the
content.

Focus on
relevant
content.

Experiment
with video.

CONSIDER THE CONTENT.
Think about the content you are going to share. Share
practical, quick, useful insights, advice and information. Don't
talk about yourself all the time. Give value to the audience.

FOCUS ON RELEVANT CONTENT.
Keep the content relevant and to the point. Do not overtag
people. Do not use too many hashtags. Do not use more
words than necessary. Keep it concise. Don't post too often.
Alternate short and long posts. Experiment and see what
works!

EXPERIMENT WITH VIDEO.
Quality of video is important. If you want people to take
your content seriously and also listen, invest in making
sure you create good, clear videos and ensure the video
and audio quality is good. Step up the production.

BRAINSTORM.
Think about your posts in terms of length,
number of hashtags, type and who you are
tagging and why.

Are your posts relevant? What do you think
they are providing to your community and
followers?

If you want to start creating video content,
do some research on how to create good
quality clear video with good quality audio.

12 DAYS OF VISIBILITY
JASON GREENMAN, AKOMMO
SPAIN
Akommo is an event agency that specialises in providing secure
corporate accommodation and event venue services for major
large conferences and events globally.

#TIP 1

#TIP 2

#TIP 3

Commit.

Be Consistent.

Plan.

COMMIT.
You need to commit to social media content creation, posting
and engaging. If you are not going into it with the
commitment, you will not be able to sustain the visibility.

BE CONSISTENT.
Create and post consistently. Not every post is going to go
viral or highly engage but this is a marathon not a race. It's
about establishing your credibility, trust and visibility over
time not overnight.

PLAN.
It is essential to have a plan. Plan your content. Plan when
to post your content. Plan how you are going to post your
content. Start a content calendar, invest in a scheduling
tool and plan ahead.

BRAINSTORM.
Are you committed to creating, posting and
engaging on your social media? What do
you need to do to get better and to make it
more sustainable and manageable?

Do you have a content strategy? This will
define how consistently you will post.

Start a content plan. Create a content
calendar, fill in your content in advance and
if you need to, use a scheduling tool to help
with managing your time.

12 DAYS OF VISIBILITY

ANH NGUYEN, SPARK EVENT MANAGEMENT
CANADA
Anh is Principal at Spark Event Management, a full service
event management agency based in Calgary, Canada.

#TIP 1

#TIP 2

#TIP 3

Diversify your
feed.

Know it's
limitations.

Tweet like a
human.

DIVERSITY YOUR FEED.
Be really intentional about who you follow, engage and
interact with so it's not an echo chamber. Open yourself up to
different perspectives, different opinions, different subject
matter expertise so you curate a rich, comprehensive feed.
This will open you up to a world of new topics and expose you
to a broader audience.

KNOW ITS LIMITATIONS.
Twitter is not the place to go deep into 20-30 thread long
conversations, debates and conflict. Limit your tweets to 2-3
on a tweet especially if it's a complex matter and then invite
them to continue the conversation offline.Focus on being
kind and being right.

TWEET LIKE A HUMAN.
Tweet like you would talk and talk like you would tweet.
Be engaging, have fun and engage in dialogue. People
want to hear from real people with real opinions and the
more you can get your personality to come across in your
tweets, the better. Be authentic and don't be afraid to
have a little bit of fun.

BRAINSTORM.
What other industries, topics and areas are
you interested in. Search for these and
follow these accounts on Twitter and start to
engage in conversations.

Limit yourself to how many responses you
want to give to a tweet question or
discussion. Define your limit.

What do you want your 'voice' and
personality to be like on Twitter? Define that
and work towards that.

12 DAYS OF VISIBILITY

SABRINA MEYERS, HOT HOSPITALITY
EXCHANGE - GERMANY
Sabrina is an event planner, MICE Vlogger, Social Media
Strategist, Speaker & Moderator within the global events
industry. Social Media is her THING.

#TIP 1

#TIP 2

#TIP 3

Use as many
features as
possible.

Collaborate.

Embrace your
authenticity.

USE AS MANY FEATURES AS POSSIBLE.
Both Instagram and LinkedIn have different features you can
use to create and post content. Use as many as possible. This
allows you to be able to create different types of engaging
content and the platforms will share your content more
because they see you using the features.

COLLABORATE.
Take every opportunity to collaborate and collaborate
creatively. There is strength in numbers and your personal
brand isn't solely down to you to build. Others who trust you
will help to share your posts and increase your visibility and
deem you credible. Collaboration over competition always.

EMBRACE YOUR AUTHENTICITY.
Create content that is YOU. It should sound like you. Your
personality online should be the same as your personality
offline and in person. Let your authentic self shine through
in your content and posts. Stay true to you.

BRAINSTORM.
Explore all the different features you can use
on both Instagram and LinkedIn. Write
down ways you can use them. Make sure to
keep up to date on new features and use
them!

Make a list of who you want to collaborate
with in your community and strategise a
plan reach out and work together. Make
sure it's a win-win situation for you both.

Think about what you are like in person and
try to define how you can reflect that in your
online content and in how you engage.
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THANK
YOU!
WOULD LOVE YOUR FEEDBACK ON THE
WORKBOOK SO DON'T HESITATE TO DROP
ME AN EMAIL ON
SABRINA@HOTHOSPITALITYEXCHANGE.COM
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